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T has been quite a month! Mark, Deirdre, Charlie and
the team have sent out an unprecedented mountain of
winners and deserve the heartiest congratulations for

once again underlining that Johnston Racing is the most
consistent winner-finding training operation in the history of
British racing.

While it has been difficult to keep track of all the winners
for the Klarion, and to find new and interesting ways of
describing 50 winners in these pages, by far the hardest and
most frustrating task recently has been to maintain an
accurate spreadsheet of the prize-money earned by our
runners for Klarion Update.

It may surprise you to learn that after the official results are
posted, prize-money amounts can often alter, usually in the
downward direction. When you reconcile prize-money
records with the Racing Post website, as I do most evenings,
this can cause huge frustration. Over the years, I’ve noted that
this can often happen with results posted for races at Chester,
though it has also happened this year with results from other
tracks, such as Newcastle.

By way of example, take two Chester returns from early
July. On July 12, Feelinlikeasomeone finished fourth of seven
in a novice auction stakes. The official result suggested the
prize-money earned was £500. Some days later, this was
altered to £438.04. The following day, Too Hot To Handle
finished sixth of seven; the prize-money per the official result
was £500, but this changed to £109.98 a few days later.

Anxious to ensure our statistics are as accurate as possible,
I’ve attempted to establish why this is happening. To date,
I’ve sent two emails and a letter to Chester Racecourse,
without reply. I also wrote to Newcastle Racecourse, and
James Armstrong has acknowledged my letter, stating that he
will look into the matter. 

It’s tempting to conclude that the cloak of secrecy which
surrounds racecourses’ disclosure of income from media
rights may have been extended to this problem too, but I’m
willing to accept there may be a perfectly simple explanation.
If and when I receive that explanation, I’ll share it here. In the
meantime, please forgive us if you find some of our stats
aren’t 100% reliable in every detail.

Off the bridle
by JOHN SCANLON

I

READ with interest the other day about the
appointment of Delia Bushell, 47, as Group CEO of the
Jockey Club. I genuinely wish her every success in her

new job and, in making the following observations about her
appointment, in no way do I wish to imply that her
appointment is not an appropriate one.

Bushell boasts an impressive curriculum vitae. Indeed her
educational qualifications include an M.Phil in International
Relations. She has filled a wide variety of roles in sport and
media, notably working for both Sky and BT TV. She is said
to have overseen BT Sport’s acquisition of the exclusive
rights to live UEFA Champions League football, and is
currently a non-executive director of both the England and
Wales Cricket Board and Commonwealth Games England, as
well as being a member of the advisory board of The
Telegraph Media Board.

She is, I believe, a newcomer to racing. Call me old-
fashioned, but I strongly believe that, for the good of the
industry, those appointed to senior positions within the racing
industry should have a longstanding relationship with, and a

deep experience of, that industry. If one were appointing a
Principal or a Vice Chancellor of a University, for example, I
doubt if you would favour a candidate with a background in
PR over an academic with a lifetime of experience in tertiary
education simply so you would have a chance of improving
the public perception of the university.

It doesn’t take a genius to realise Ms Bushell has been
hired for her expertise in the field of media rights; but surely
such expertise could be accessed, if and when required, on a
consultancy basis by a board composed of racing-minded
people.

In recent months, we have seen the BHA, for example,
adopt an unnecessarily proactive role in the field of equine
welfare, driven by a desire to address perceived public
concerns over welfare rather than to seek and rely on sound
practices endorsed by horsemen. 

In my opinion, this appointment provides further proof, if
any were needed, that racecourses are interested in media
rights income and selling of the food and drink first, and the
racehorse second.
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VER the summer months I have made a point of
trying to watch more of ITV Racing’s output. I
have to say I have been impressed by the quality

of their coverage, and the sheer enthusiasm with which they
are covering our sport.

I find the presenters engaging and knowledgeable, and
there is a team spirit which transmits itself to the viewer.
Unfortunately, however, I am not a fan of Matt Chapman.
While I can see that his larger-than-life persona might play
well with those who found the late John McCririck an
engaging member of the Channel 4 Racing team, I find
some of his comments unacceptable. In Goodwood

coverage on July 31st, he was out to dismiss the chances of
Circus Maximus in the Sussex Stakes. Describing the
Galileo colt, a Group 1 winner last time out, as a ‘slow
horse’, he was anxious to tell us ‘bookmakers can’t give
Circus Maximus away at 9/2’. The colt ran well, beaten
only half a length by Too Darn Hot in the Group1 feature
race.

If Chapman thinks it is okay to make disparaging
comments about one of the equine stars of the sport simply
to reinforce his own opinions, does he really fit well with
the positive, pro-racing vibe generated by the rest of the
team? I think not.
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